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Abstract

As we see it, the problems reported by Pietrasanta are just
as valid today as in 1968. Some of the problems seem to be
inherent in the estimation of software development effort,
which suggests that we should expect a high level of effort
estimation inaccuracy in future software development
projects, i.e., that there is no reason to believe that the
“estimation problem” will be solved any time soon.
A consequence of an expected high level of estimation
inaccuracy is that project plans, bids and budgets cannot
be based on the cost estimate alone. They must be based
on a combination of both the estimates of most likely cost,
and knowledge about the likely level of inaccuracies of the
estimates. That is to say, knowledge about the uncertainties
of the cost estimates is required. Assume that a project
leader estimates that the most likely cost of a project is
$ 100 000. The project leader also recognizes that the
estimate of most likely cost is quite uncertain and that it
is possible that a use of substantially more resources will
be required. He therefore decides to base the budget on
estimated most likely cost and a contingency buffer. The
contingency buffer is included to increase the likelihood
that the budget will not be overrun, and the use of it is
in accordance with good project management practice [3].
Continuing on our example, the project leader may want
to know how likely it is that the project will cost less than
$ 150 000, contingency buffer included. The challenge is
then to assess the probability that the project will cost less
than $ 150 000. Not surprisingly, software professionals
find such assessments difficult [4]. Unfortunately, as
far as we know, there are no alternative proper methods
for calculating the size of effort or cost contingency
buffers in software projects. In our experience, one cost
contingency calculation method frequently applied by the
software industry is to set the contingency buffer to a fixed
proportion of the project’s estimate of the most likely cost,
e.g., to set the contingency buffer, as a rule, at 25% of the
most likely cost. This practice is not optimal and leads, in
highly uncertain projects, to contingency buffers that are
too small.
This paper reports from a study on how, and how
much, software developers improve their assessments of
effort estimation uncertainty (effort prediction intervals)

To enable properly sized software projects budgets and
plans it is important to be able to assess the uncertainty of
the estimates of most likely effort required to complete the
projects. Previous studies show that software professionals
tend to be too optimistic about the uncertainty of their effort
estimates. This paper reports the results from a preliminary
study on the role of outcome feedback in the learning
process on effort estimation uncertainty assessment.
Software developers were given repeated and immediate
outcome feedback, i.e. feedback about the discrepancy
between the estimated most likely effort and the actual
effort, for the purpose of investigating how much, and
how, they improve (learn). We found that a necessary
condition for improvement of uncertainty assessments of
effort estimates may be the use of explicitly formulated
uncertainty assessment strategies. By contrast, intuitionbased uncertainty assessment strategies may lead to no or
little learning.

1. Introduction
Surveysofsoftwaredevelopmentprojecteffortestimates
report that effort estimates are frequently inaccurate. A
recent review of software estimation accuracy surveys
[1] suggests that the average effort overrun of software
projects is 30-40% and that the accuracy of estimates has
not improved over the last 10-20 years. Important reasons
for the lack of accurate effort estimates were formulated by
Alfred M. Pietrasanta at IBM Systems Research Institute
as early as 1968: “Anyone who expects a quick and easy
solution to the multi-faceted problem of resource estimation
is going to be disappointed. The reason is clear: computer
program system development is a complex process; the
process itself is poorly understood by its practitioners;
the phases and functions which comprise the process are
influenced by dozens of ill-defined variables; most of the
activities within the process are still primarily human
rather than mechanical, and therefore prone to all the
subjective factors which affect human performance” [2].
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on the basis of typical “on-the-job” feedback, i.e., from a
repeated comparison of assessed uncertainty of estimated
most likely effort and actual use of effort. For example,
we study the learning strategies in situations where the
estimator receives feedback that implies that the estimates
are systematically more inaccurate than he assessed
them to be. The experiments on learning from outcome
feedback are conducted in a learning friendly environment,
e.g., many small tasks of similar type, well-defined
specifications and with immediate feedback. If learning is
absent in such environments, this may suggest even less
learning in more realistic environments, e.g., large projects
with feedback several months after the assessment itself.
It must be noted that there may be even more learning
friendly environments than the one in our study, as the
participants are not trained or instructed how to learn from
the feedback. This lack of training and instruction was
present, because we were interested in studying how the
participants behaved in non-instructed context. The focus
on uncertainty assessment learning in favorable conditions
also implies that an emphasis of industrial realism has not
been emphasized in our experiment. The essential design
elements of the described experiment are the learningfriendly environment and that the participants were experts
on the type of programming tasks completed. The use of
experts were important to avoid that better uncertainty
assessment should be attributed to better learning in how to
complete the tasks, and not to uncertainty learning. In this
experimental design it is not essential that the environment
and the subjects are representative for industrial
environment and software professionals. The goal is not
to generalize to more industrial contexts, but to investigate
necessary conditions for uncertainty assessment learning.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly
describes the terminology related to uncertainty that was
used to report the study. Section 3 describes related work
motivating our study. Section 4 describes the design of the
study. Section 5 reports the results of the study. Section 6
discusses the results. Section 7 concludes.

2. Terminology
The terminology used in contexts of software effort
estimation and uncertainty assessment can be confusing.
The most important terms are applied as follows in this
paper:
Effort estimate: Forecast (predictions) of expected
effort. Without any further description, the precise meaning
of this term may be unclear, e.g., whether ‘estimate’ means
the ‘modal’ (‘most likely’), the ‘median’, or, the ‘mean’
value of a distribution of possible effort usage [5]. We
therefore try to avoid this term when we need to be precise,
e.g., we use the term ‘estimate of most likely effort’ when
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the modal value of the distribution of possible effort usage
is meant.
Effort Uncertainty: A description of the expected
uncertainty in use of effort. The type of description
of uncertainty applied in this paper is based on effort
prediction intervals.
Effort prediction interval: A minimum-maximum
interval for effort, with a connected confidence level of
including the actual effort value. For example, an estimator
may estimate the most likely effort to be 1 000 work-hours
and the probability of including the actual effort in the
effort interval from 600 to 1 500 work-hours to be 90%.
Then, the 90% confidence effort prediction interval is
[600; 1 500] work-hours. Effort prediction intervals are
frequently used in the planning and budgeting of software
projects [4].
Estimation outcome feedback: Information about the
discrepancy, if any, between the actual effort (the outcome)
and the estimated most likely effort. The information about
this discrepancy can be used to improve the accuracy of
the assessed level of effort prediction intervals. Estimation
outcome feedback is frequently the only type of feedback
received in software projects, i.e., there is typically no
systematic investigation of reasons for higher or lower
uncertainty.

3. Related work
In previous studies [4, 6] we found that software
professionals strongly underestimated the uncertainty
connected with software development effort estimates.
For example, when project leaders are 90% sure that
the actual development effort would be included by a
minimum-maximum effort interval, the typical inclusion
rate (“hit rate”) is only 60-70%. Other studies of software
developers, e.g. [7], report similar results. High levels
of over-confidence in estimation accuracy have been
documented in other domains [8-11], so underestimation
of uncertainty is not limited to software development
effort estimation. Several studies [12, 13] report poor
estimation learning from the results of previous estimates.
This lack of improvement of estimation skills as a result
of on-the-job experience seems to be present in most
domains, according to Hammond [14, p. 278]: “Yet
in nearly every study of experts carried out within the
judgment and decision-making approach, experience has
been shown to be unrelated to the empirical accuracy of
expert judgments”.
Two frequently reported reasons for the fact that
estimators are poor at learning from their estimation
experience are lack of relevant feedback and lack of
immediate feedback [15, 16]. Both Gagné [26] and
Ericsson et al. [28] identify the activity of feedback,

i.e. communication to the learner about the degree of
correctness of the performance, as crucial for a controlled
learning progress. We, therefore, believe that learning
more realistic uncertainty assessment of effort estimation
may improve as better feedback is provided. The level of
program development skills seems to be a poor indicator
of ability to assess realistically the uncertainty of estimates
of most likely effort. In [17], for example, we found that:
“The level of over-confidence was higher in situations
where at least one of the team members assessed his/her
knowledge to be very high….” Similar results are reported
in [18]. In other words, higher development skill may in
some situations result in greater over-confidence. For a
comprehensive review of studies on software estimation
uncertainty assessments see [19]. As a result of the lack
of a correlation between amount of experience in making
effort estimations and the ability to assess realistically the
uncertainty of effort estimates, i.e. poor learning from
experience, there is a need for better understanding of the
necessary conditions for learning from experience in the
context of software effort estimations. The study reported
in this paper is a step towards that goal.

4. Design of study
As indicated in Section 3, reasons for the poor
learning previously observed in the real-world-setting are
not thoroughly understood. For the purpose of finding a
method to improve the realism in uncertainty assessment
of effort estimation, we believe it is essential to understand
how this particular skill evolves, i.e. the learning process of
uncertainty assessment. An in-depth study of few subjects
solving many tasks, as in this study, is therefore likely to
be a better study design than a study design where many
subjects solve fewer tasks [25, 27]. The chosen type of
study design is frequently used in psychology, psychiatry
and education research.
We decided to investigate the relations between
uncertainty assessment strategy, feedback, and learning,
i.e., the conditions for learning, in a software development
task-solving context with rather favorable learning
conditions. The relevance of the feedback was ensured by
high similarity of the tasks to be solved. The timeliness
of the feedback was ensured by providing the feedback
immediately after the completion of a task and just before
the uncertainty of the effort estimation of a new task was
provided. The learning bias towards “hindsight bias” was
reduced by the short duration (less than 5 hours) of the
task. The experiment was designed specifically to enable
learning from feedback in favorable learning situations,
i.e. we studied necessary, but not sufficient, conditions for
learning.
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4.1. Research questions
The two main research questions of this study are:
RQ1: How much do programmers improve their
assessments of the uncertainty of estimates of most likely
effort on the basis of outcome-related feedback?
RQ2: What is the relation between the learning
strategies for improving uncertainty assessments used by
the programmers and their ability to learn from feedback?

4.2. Measures
There are no standard measures of uncertainty
assessment performance. In an earlier paper [6] we argued
that we should differentiate between people’s ability to
assess the average level of uncertainty of a set of tasks
and the relative difference in uncertainty between different
tasks. For the purpose of the study reported in this paper
we apply the following definitions and measures:
T = A set of n development tasks
ActEffj = Actual effort required to complete Task j
EstMLj = Estimated most likely effort of Task j
REj = Magnitude of estimation error of task j
= (ActEffj - EstMLj)/ ActEffj
MREj = Magnitude of relative estimation error of task j
= |ActEffj - EstMLj| / ActEffj
There are many different measures of estimation error,
with different strengths and weaknesses. We have chosen
to use the MRE measure as it suits our analysis needs
here, as well as being the most widespread measure of
estimation error.
Int1j = [90% of EstMLj; 110% of EstMLj]
Int2j = [60% of EstMLj; 150% of EstMLj]
Int3j = [50% of EstMLj; 200% of EstMLj]
The widths, i.e., the percentages, were chosen to reflect a
narrow effort interval (Int1), a medium-wide effort interval
(Int2), and a wide effort interval (Int3). We applied more
than one interval to enable analyses of possible differences
in learning effects related to width of interval. These are
also the same intervals used in [6], see this study for further
elaboration of the interval widths.
Conf1(Int1j) = The developer’s assessed probability
(confidence) of including ActEffj in Int1j
Conf2(Int2j) = The developer’s assessed probability
(confidence) of including ActEffj in Int2j
Conf3(Int3j) = The developer’s assessed probability
(confidence) of including ActEffj in Int3j
AvConfLev1(T) = Average value of Conf1(Int1j)
for tasks j=1..n
AvConfLev2(T) = Average value of Conf2(Int2j)
for tasks j=1..n
AvConfLev3(T) = Average value of Conf3(Int3j)
for tasks j=1..n

HitRateInt1(T) = Proportion of Int1j–intervals that includes
ActEffj for tasks j=1..n
HitRateInt2(T) = Proportion of Int2j–intervals that includes
ActEffj for tasks j=1..n
HitRateInt3(T) = Proportion of Int3j–intervals that includes
ActEffj for tasks j=1..n
Applying these definitions we define the ability to
assess the average level of uncertainty as:
Overconfidence(Int1,T) = AvConfLev1(T) – HitRateInt1(T)
Overconfidence(Int2,T) = AvConfLev2(T) – HitRateInt2(T)
Overconfidence(Int3,T) = AvConfLev3(T) – HitRateInt3(T)
We have termed the measure ‘Overconfidence’,
because a positive value indicates overconfidence in the
accuracy of the estimate of most likely effort. Consider the
following example: Assume that an estimator estimates
and assesses the estimation uncertainty of a set of tasks
(T). On average, the estimator believes that there is a
50% chance of including the actual effort in Int1 for the
set of tasks 1..n. The estimator’s average confidence level
(AvConfLev1(T)) is then 50%. The proportion of actual
effort values included in Int1 is, on the other hand, only
30%, i.e., the HitRateInt1(T) is 30%. Then the level of
overconfidence is calculated as the difference between
average confidence and inclusion rate of Int1 of the set
of tasks in T, i.e., Overconfidence(Int1,T) = 50% - 30%
= 20%.
Our measures of ability to assess relative difference of
uncertainty between different tasks are defined as follows:
RelUncAbility(Int1,T) = Correlation between Conf1(Int1j)
and MREj, for j=1..n
RelUncAbility(Int2,T) = Correlation between Conf2(Int2j)
and MREj, for j=1..n
RelUncAbility(Int3,T) = Correlation between Conf3(Int3j)
and MREj, for j=1..n
It is, a priori, reasonable to assume that there should be a
negative correlation between confidence in the accuracy of
the estimate of most likely effort (Conf) and the estimation
error (MRE). When the confidence in the accuracy of the
estimate of most likely effort is low, we would expect a
high MRE, i.e., we expect these measures to give high
negative values if the estimator is skilled at assessing the
relative difference in effort estimation uncertainty between
different tasks.

4.3. Subjects, tasks, and, material
At the University of Oslo we advertised for highly
skilled Java programmers and selected the five programmers
whom we believed to be the best Java-programmers,
based on examination of their CVs and interviews.
All participants had programmed several thousands
lines of code in Java and had industrial programming
experience. For the goal of our study, i.e., to study
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necessary conditions for uncertainty learning processes
in learning-friendly situations, these programmers were
considered to be suitable tasks experts. We believe that if
these experts could not improve uncertainty assessment
in the designed learning-friendly situation, this suggests
poor opportunities for learning in more noisy and realistic
situations. This belief should, however, be subject to
empirical examination. The motivation of the participants,
both regarding their participation in the study and their
focus on improving their uncertainty assessments, seemed
to be high. They were paid standard wages according to
education level. They all expressed an interest regarding
the theme of the study when applying for the job. Also,
students are in the “profession of learning”. Therefore,
students may be more focused on learning from feedback
than software development professionals who may be
more constrained by real world project pressures and may
have no time or energy to learn anything new.
There were five programmers participating. The
experiment size measured in number of tasks completed,
i.e., more than 80 tasks, is however relatively large
compared to most other software engineering experiments.
The low number of participants was based on what we
believed was the optimal trade-off between number of
participants and tasks solved per participant for the purpose
of our study of learning processes.
The programming tasks given in the experiment were
small, but typical for programming tasks solved by student
programmers, i.e., the participants can be considered
experts on this type of tasks. There were 18 tasks in all.
Software developers tend to work on tasks within a larger
context, i.e., individual tasks are typical dependent on
each other and a part of the same software system. In our
study we wanted to ensure that any increase in estimation
uncertainty assessment accuracy was not caused by better
understanding of the software system rather than the
uncertainty assessment learning. The experimental tasks in
our study are independent of each other and any learning
is consequently more likely to be a result of uncertainty
assessment learning. The tasks were taken from lower
grade courses at the department of Informatics at the
University of Oslo, beginners’ textbooks on Java, and
Java Sun’s home pages. Most tasks required GUI or other
types of visual solutions, others were text-based. The tasks
were similar in type and complexity. The sequence of tasks
was similar for all participants (see Section 4.4 for a more
detailed description) and there was no obvious increase or
decrease in complexity of the tasks. The interdependence
was verified when investigating the RE after the study was
finished. There was found no improved accuracy of most
likely effort. This indicates that there was no programming
skill learning from task to task, i.e., this confirms the
independency between tasks.

An example of a task is the following:
Task description for “Juke box”: Write a program to
select an audio file using the file dialog box, and use three
buttons, “Play”, “Loop” and “Stop”, to control the audio.
If you click the Play button, the audio file is played once.
If you click the Loop button, the audio file keeps playing
repeatedly. If you click the Stop button, the playing stops.
The experiment was performed in one of the
Department of Informatics’ computer labs. The lab
has work stations with UNIX and a Java programming
environment. All the participants had their own student
IT user account and were familiar with the computer lab
and programming environment. The programming was
completed using a text editor (most of them used “Emacs”)
that the participants had customized to their own needs.
The specifications of all the other programming tasks are
available by request to the authors.

task was handed out by the person responsible for the
experiment. For practical reasons, i.e., to ensure that a task
would be completed within a working day, the sequence
of the tasks was slightly different among the participants.
This makes the comparison of estimation performance
between the subjects more difficult, but we do not believe
that it affected to any great extent the learning processes of
the participants. The software developers solved between
14 and 18 tasks during the 5 work days they were required
to participate.
When all tasks were completed we interviewed the
participants about their learning strategies and other issues
relevant for understanding the results.

4.4. The experiment process

As described in Section 4, the number and sequence
of tasks completed by the developers varied slightly for
practical reasons. Hence, to compare the development and
estimation performance of the developers, we selected a
subset of tasks that was completed by all developers (12
tasks) in almost the same sequence. Table 1 shows the total
effort (TotEff) in work-hours needed to complete the tasks
in work-hours, the median estimation error in % of actual
effort (Median MRE), and the average time in minutes
spent estimating a task (AvEstTime).

The experiment took place over a period of about two
weeks. Each participant participated for five work-days.
On the first day of the experiment all participants were
informed about the experiment and it was emphasized
that an important purpose of the experiment was to study
how well they were able to improve their effort uncertainty
assessments. The participants had received the experiment
instructions a couple of days before. The programming
tasks, i.e., the requirement specifications, were handed
out one at a time. When receiving a programming task the
participant read the text, briefly analyzed the problem, and
estimated the most likely effort (EstML). The estimated
most likely effort was given as input to a web page, which
then calculated the effort intervals Int1 ([90%;110%]
of EstML), Int2 ([60%;150%] of EstML), and Int3
([50%;200%] of EstML) in work-hours. We then asked
the developers to assess the probability of including the
actual effort (ActEff) in each of the effort intervals Int1,
Int2 and Int3. Then, the participants solved the task and
registered the actual effort spent.
When working on a task the participants could take
as many breaks as they liked, but the breaks were not
included in the actual effort. When they believed that they
had finished a task, the person in charge of the experiment
(one of the authors) would decide whether the program
qualified as an adequate solution by testing it. If it was
not adequate or had bugs, the participants were asked to
change or correct the program. Once the task had been
completed satisfactorily, the participants commented on
their estimation and uncertainty assessment performance
based on a comparison of the actual effort with their
estimated most likely effort and uncertainty assessments.
When the task and the comments were completed, a new
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5. Results
5.1. Development and estimation skill

Table 1. Comparison of skill on the 12 tasks completed
by all developers
Median
AvEstTime
Developer TotEff
MRE
A
16:48
34 %
6,8
B
19:36
18 %
5,3
C
27:08
35 %
4,8
D
22:49
37 %
5,4
E
24:49
22 %
n.a.
Table 1 indicates that the developers were not very
different in development skill., i.e., the total effort (TotEff)
spent on the 12 tasks are not very different.This suggests
that any differences in uncertainty assessmentsare probably
not caused by large differences in development skill.
There were some differences regarding estimation skill
measured as median MRE, e.g., developers B and E had
better estimation accuracy. Interestingly, see Section 5.2,
developers B and E were the two developers who showed
the least improvement in their uncertainty assessment
performance. There are no large differences in average
time spent on deriving the estimates of most likely effort
and the uncertainty assessments of that estimate. From
the interviews we found that all developers applied expert
judgment, sometimes supported by decomposition of the

task into sub-tasks, to estimate the most likely use of effort.
This is the estimation method most commonly applied in
the software industry as well [20].

5.2. Ability to assess relative difference in
uncertainty
Table 2 shows the correlation between confidence level
and estimation accuracy for all developers and all tasks
completed by the developers, applying the RecUncAbility
measure. Notice that there should be a strong negative
correlation if the developers are good at distinguishing
between high and low effort uncertainty tasks. A positive
correlation means that it is more typical that a high
uncertainty task is considered to be a low uncertainty task,
and vice versa
Table 2. Correlation between confidence and MRE (all
tasks)
Developer
Int1
Int2
Int3
A
0.19
0.24
0.20
B
0.11
-0.07
-0.31
C
-0.33
-0.21
0.18
D
0.16
0.11
n.a.*
E
0.48
0.42
0.21
* All confidence levels were 100%
As can be seen from Table 2, most of the correlations are
low and/or positive, which suggest a poor ability to assess
the relative difference in uncertainty between the tasks. The
only developers who were able, to some extent, to separate
high uncertainty from low uncertainty tasks may be
developers B and C. A possible reason for this poor ability
to separate high and low uncertainty estimates may be that
our tasks were relatively similar. In an industrial study of
70 real-life software projects [6], i.e., a situation with more
heterogeneous tasks, we found (for Int3) a correlation of 0.26 between confidence level and estimation error. To see
if there was any learning from experience we calculated
the correlation for the ten last tasks only (see Table 3). We
expect that if there had been substantial learning, there
would have been more negative correlations and higher
negative values. The correlations are low and unsystematic
and the number of observations is low. We have, for this
reason, not included the p-values and recommend a careful
interpretation of the numbers.
The data in Table 3 suggest that some of the developers,
i.e., developers A, B, and D, did improve their performance,
but not by very much. The improvements may also be due
to random variation. Overall, we found that the developers
were poorly skilled at separating high and low uncertainty
task and that the skill improved only slightly, at best.
Interestingly, the correlation between the time spent on
the estimation and the uncertainty assessment of a task and
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Table 3. Correlation between confidence and MRE (last
10 tasks)
Developer
Int1
Int2
Int3
A
0.04
-0.10
0.11
B
-0.25
-0.02
-0.45
C
0.11
-0.11
0.25
D
-0.17
-0.05
n.a.*
E
0.47
0.49
0.19
* All confidence levels where 100%
the estimation error (MRE) was better, or just as good
as, the correlations in Table 1 and 2. This means that the
variance in time spent on the estimation work provided just
as good an indicator of the variance of the uncertainty of
use of effort as did the developers’ uncertainty assessments
themselves. This further supports the poor ability of the
developers to assess the relative difference in effort
uncertainty between tasks in the previous analysis.

5.3. The ability to assess the average level of
uncertainty
For the purpose of analyzing the ability to assess
uncertainty and the improvement from outcome feedback,
we created a “learning graph” for all five developers. The
learning graph shows how well the developers were able to
use the outcome feedback to adjust their assessment of the
average level of effort uncertainty to the real uncertainty.
The learning graph was derived as follows:
1) Compare assessed uncertainty (confidence)
and actual uncertainty (hit rate) for the first five tasks
(Comparison Point 1). The degree of overconfidence at
Comparison Point 1 is calculated as Overconfidence(Int1,T),
Overconfidence(Int2,T), and, Overconfidence(Int3,T), for
T={Task1…Task5}.
2) The comparison at Comparison Point 2 is
conducted similarly, but now for T = {Task2…Task6}.
3) Etc.
The rationale for including only the five last tasks in the
set of tasks (T) is that it turned out to be a useful number
of tasks to study the learning effect. Including fewer tasks
would lead to more random variation in the learning curve
due to difference in task complexity and including more
tasks may have hidden some of the learning progress
information. Figure 1-5 depicts the “learning graphs” of
the developers A, B, C, D and E. The figures provide a
good picture of the correlation between a participant’s
effort prediction intervals, Int1, Int2 and Int3.
Initially, developer A was strongly overconfident,
especially with respect to Int1 (the narrow effort interval),
but then improved for both Int1 and Int3 (the wide interval)
and soon reached a good accordance between assessed and
actual effort uncertainty, i.e., close to 0% overconfidence.
The uncertainty assessments related to Int2 (the medium
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Figure 4. Learning graph of developer D

wide interval), however, went from overconfidence, to
underconfidence, and then back to a higher overconfidence
than in the beginning.

Developer D started with a high degree of
overconfidence of Int1 and Int2, then improved slowly
(except for Int3). Developer D had a good correspondence
between assessed and actual uncertainty for Int2 and Int3
at the end. Even after completion of all tasks (15 tasks)
there was a strong level of overconfidence regarding Int1.
However, there are clear signs of (slow) learning.
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Developer E went from underconfidence related to Int2
and Int3 to overconfidence. The level of overconfidence
related to Int1 increase and at the end is as high as 70%.
There are no clear signs of learning.
The developers’ ability to learn to assess the uncertainty
of the development tasks seems to vary a lot. The
performance of developers A, C, and, D suggest a learning
from experience, while there was little sign of learning for
developers B and E.
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Developer C went from overconfidence to
underconfidence for both Int1, Int2, and Int3. The level of
underconfidence is, however, not large and there are clear
signs of learning for all intervals.
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The strategies for uncertainty assessments and learning
described in this section are based on (i) the comments
provided by the developers after each task completion,
(ii) the interviews with the developers when all tasks were
completed, and (iii) a comparison of the comments and
interview information with the actual performance. The
amount of verbal information and analysis is high and
the length restriction on this paper allows only a brief
summary of selected topics. The analyses were conducted

independently by the two authors of this paper. Only a
few minor disagreements needed to be resolved through
subsequent discussion and further analysis, i.e., there was
a high degree of similarity of the results of the independent
analyses of the information related to the use of uncertainty
assessment strategies.
Based on earlier experience, we categorized software
development estimation effort uncertainty assessments
into three main strategies:
S1 (Hit rate-based strategy): Uncertainty assessments
through comparison of previous hit rates with current
confidence levels. For example, if only 30% of previous
actual effort was inside the Int1 effort interval, then the
confidence of the next Int1 effort interval should not
deviate too much from 30%.
S2 (Analogy-based strategy): Uncertainty assessment
through recall of a small set of similar tasks (typically 1-2
tasks) and use of the estimation error of those tasks to set
the confidence levels. For example, if the estimation error
of the two most similar tasks was about 30%, it is likely
that this level of estimation error will occur on the current
task as well.
S3 (Intuition-based strategy): Uncertainty assessment
without any explicitly formulated strategy, i.e., an intuitionbased uncertainty assessment where mainly the properties
of the current task is evaluated.
We found that the strategies indicated by the
developers in the task comments corresponded well with
the confidence levels chosen. The developers’ descriptions
of their uncertainty assessment strategies in the interviews,
on the other hand, did not always correspond well with
the two other information sources. All sources are valid,
but both authors, independently, formed the impression
that the interview-based descriptions were sometimes
strongly affected by how the developers wanted the
authors to believe that they had conducted the uncertainty
assessments. Table 3 summarizes our categorization of the
strategies applied by the different developers, according to
information source.
The developers’ own description of their use of
uncertainty assessment strategy in the interviews matched
the strategies we derived from the task comments and the
analysis of the chosen confidence levels for developers
A and D. For the other developers there were deviations.
In particular, developer E described his strategy very
differently from that which we observed, e.g., there was no
indication of the use of S1 in the learning graph in Figure
5.
It is, nevertheless, possible that developer E tried to
apply S1, but was unable to apply the feedback properly
or used the feedback in a biased manner. However, if that
were the case, there should be some evidence of the use of
S1 in the task comments. In short, we think that there are
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Table 3. Main uncertainty assessment strategies
Source: Task comments
DevelSource:
+ analyses of chosen
oper
Interviews
confidence levels
A
S1
S1
B
S3
S2 + S3
C
S2
S1 + S2
D
S2
S2
E
S3
S1 + S2
reasons to believe that our strategy categorization based on
the task comments and analysis of chosen confidence levels
is more realistic than the one based on the interviews. The
interviews show, nevertheless, that the task of extracting
uncertainty assessment strategies is a difficult task and that
we may need sophisticated means to increase the validity
of the analysis, e.g., the use of think-aloud-protocols.
We also asked the developers about whether they
applied mainly analytical or intuitive strategies when
making decisions in general. Developers A, D, and E
perceived themselves as dominantly analytical, while
developers B and C perceived themselves as dominantly
intuitive decision-makers. Developers A and D stated that
they switched to more analytical strategies, because they
had experienced that their intuition was frequently very
biased. These comments may be interpreted as providing
evidence of an ability to be analytic on a meta-level, i.e., to
be analytic about choice of decision strategy, which may
be a good indicator of learning ability.
Developers A and D were two of the developers that
displayed learning in our experiment. The third developer
that displayed learning was developer C. Developer C
perceived himself as an intuition-based decision-maker, but
his uncertainty assessment comments were clearly more
analytical than those of developers B and E. Developer C
stated in the interviews that he was aware of his tendency
to be overoptimistic in his intuition-based decisions and
tried to compensate for this. Although this does not show
that developer C applies analytical strategies, it shows at
least a mature level of reflection about his own biases. This
suggests another type of meta-learning ability, i.e., the
ability to identify and compensate for one’s own biases.
During the interviews there was uncovered that skill
level, both in programming abilities and in estimated most
likely effort uncertainty assessment, contributes to the
build of confidence internally in the developer. We found a
subjective interpretation of success rate different from the
statistical interpretation, i.e., if the actual effort was close
to (but outside) one of the boundaries it was nevertheless
considered a hit. For example, actual effort only 5 minutes
outside the maximum effort was usually interpreted to
be a hit. Very large estimation overruns was frequently
considered to be outliers, i.e., not relevant as lessons
learned for future assessments. All the developers initially

expressed satisfaction over their uncertainty assessments.
When presented a summary of their sometimes poor
performance, all developers except developer A sustained
this opinion. All of them admitted that they had not kept
any statistic of their performance while receiving feedback
after each task. None of them looked for historical data
(easily available). Some wrote down time spend and/or
estimated effort and/or uncertainty levels, but failed to use
this historical data actively. In effect, they all relied on their
memory when recalling past performance.
This reliance of own memory may have hindered the
learning. Einhorn [11] found that unaided use of own
memory easily can lead to a “persistence of the illusion of
validity” and consequently lead to a too positive assessment
of own performance.

6. Discussion of results
As discussed in Section 3, assessment of uncertainty
of software development effort estimates has been found
to be a difficult task. In our study we designed the tasksolving environment and the feedback in a way that we
believed would support learning, i.e., the solving of many
similar tasks and immediate feedback. Nevertheless, the
developers struggled with learning uncertainty assessments
from experience and two out of five developers may not
have learned at all.
Examining the strategies of the two developers with
the poorest learning, we found that their uncertainty
assessment strategies were more intuition-based and that
they reflected less on their strategies. This suggests that
the ability to learn depends on the existence of an explicit
uncertainty assessment strategy that improves as more
data becomes available. Among the developers there may
have been two explicit strategies of that type:
•
S1: Adjustment of confidence levels based on hit
rate of previous (reasonably similar) tasks. As the number of
completed tasks increases, the accuracy of the uncertainty
assessments improves. This learning strategy is similar to
the learning in the formal uncertainty assessment model
we propose in [21].
•
S2: Recall of the most similar tasks and use
of the uncertainty (estimation error) of those tasks to
determine the confidence of the current task. As the set
of similar tasks increases, the accuracy of the uncertainty
assessments improves.
The lack of improvement in uncertainty assessment
when applying intuition-based strategies is in accordance
with results from other domains, e.g., the finding that
intuition-based assessments may be even more overconfident when a greater amount of information is
available [9, 22], and that the bias towards over-confidence
is difficult to avoid when processes are intuition-based
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[23].
Notice that our results do not imply that there actually
will be learning from experience in typical software
development situations when applying the uncertainty
assessment strategies S1 or S2. In [24], for example, we
found that many professionals estimation teams had a
strong tendency to believe that their effort estimates were
accurate, even in situations where they knew that the
estimation error in similar occasions typically had been
very inaccurate. Our results may, however, demonstrate that
necessary conditions for learning uncertainty assessments
are (i) the use of explicit strategies that improves as more
data becomes available, and (ii) non-reliance on intuitionbased strategies.
When examining the threats to validity of our study
one should remember that some of the experimental
artificiality was introduced intentionally, to examine
learning processes in learning friendly environments, i.e.,
environments with many similar tasks and immediate
feedback. In other words, if we find poor learning in a
learning friendly environment, we should expect even
poorer learning in a more realistic environment. This
is, we believe, a meaningful way of studying necessary
conditions for learning, although not for studying sufficient
conditions.
We used student programmers in our study. The
students were, however, experts on the tasks to be solved
and, we believe, useful for the purpose of examination of
necessary conditions for learning.
The main problem with our study is, in our opinion, the
small number of subjects that we analysed. It is possible
that the inclusion of more subjects would reveal that there
are, indeed, software developers that are able to improve
their uncertainty assessments by applying intuition-based
strategies. Our results should mainly be interpreted as
hypothesis (or theory)-building results, not as strong
evidence in support of the suggested relationships.

7. Summary and further research
Our study aimed at answers to the following two
questions: 1) How much do programmers improve
their assessments of the uncertainty of estimates of
most likely effort from outcome-related feedback?, and
2) What is the relation between the strategies employed
by the programmers to learn how to improve uncertainty
assessments and their ability to learn from feedback?
To answer these questions, we conducted a study of
effort estimation uncertainty ability and learning of five
developers who solved between 14 and 18 small (less than
five work-hours) programming tasks, with feedback after
each task.
We conclude that some of the software developers did

have the ability to improve their uncertainty assessments.
However, not all developers seem to be able to use the
outcome feedback to improve their performance. We
hypothesize that a necessary (but not sufficient) condition
for learning uncertainty assessment from experience
(outcome feedback) is the use of an explicit uncertainty
assessment strategy that improves with more feedback.
An implication of the hypothesis is that we cannot
expect uncertainty assessments to improve when they
are dominantly intuition-based. Our hypothesis is in
accordance with the poor effort uncertainty assessment
performance and improvement in real software projects
[19], and studies from other domains, that show that
overconfidence in estimates is difficult to avoid when
applying intuition-based strategies [23].
Our study indicates that software companies should
instruct software development effort estimators to use
explicit uncertainty assessment strategies, such as the
strategies S1 and S2 described in Section 5; improved
recommendations can be made when the study has been
performed on professional software developers.
We have started a replication of this study with software
professionals and larger tasks to assess the robustness of
the hypothesis posed in this paper.
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